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KUWAIT: We expect global uncertainty
to remain high. However, the primary
drivers are changing.  The usual global
drivers of EM asset prices, namely devel-
oped markets rates, risk aversion and
commodity prices, are being overshad-
owed by political developments.  Their
influence on the design of public policies
will have long-lasting global economic
consequences. As long as globalization
instead of technological changes is seen
as the main culprit of the rise in income
inequality, the de-globalization trend
driven by an increase in protectionist
policies will continue. This trend will nec-
essarily imply lower global trade and
lower capital flows, with significant impli-
cations for emerging markets. 

Despite our medium-term concerns,
price action in EM has improved in recent
weeks on the back of renewed inflows.
The USD has weakened across the board
since the beginning of the year as US real
rates peaked in mid-December though
inflation expectations continued rising in
the US. A combination of stretched short
positioning in US rates and rising uncer-
tainty associated with potential develop-
ments in US trade policy are likely behind
the stabilization in real rates. The short
squeeze in CNH and the PBoC decision to
tighten liquidity to discourage specula-
tive positions certainly helped stabilize
asset prices in the Asia complex. Light
positioning in EM and still-high levels of
cash holdings helped to trigger the posi-
tive price action. 

GCC sovereign issuance 
EM as an asset class still benefits from

diversity, as a large concentration of
LatAm and Asia provides an offset to the
volatility in the Central and Eastern
European countries.  The bulk of 2017
sovereign issuance is expected to come
from GCC, followed by LatAm. We expect
Saudi Arabia, Argentina, Qatar and

Kuwait to be the largest gross and net
issuers in 2017. Just these four issuers
could account for 37 percent of the total
sovereign gross issuance. GCC issuance
has been increasing rapidly mainly due
to low oil prices, with some new issuers
in 2016, and we expect 2017 issuance to
continue to be high. Among those, we
expect Kuwait, with no external sover-
eign debt, to come to market with about
$10bn to finance a budget deficit result-
ing from low oil prices. 

The bold liberalization of the FX
regime by the Central bank of Egypt
(CBE), accompanied by large hikes to
administered energy prices, provides a
credible and front-loaded start to the
economic reform program. One key risk
to monitor in the near term is social sta-
bility, as inflation is likely to peak around
25-30 percent and private consumption
will be curtailed. Increased competitive-
ness should help economic activity
rebound and gradually narrow external
imbalances. 

Fiscal consolidation 
The fiscal reforms introduced so far

likely aim to generate annual savings of
up to 2.5ppt of GDP in the first year of
the IMF program, versus a total target of
5.5ppt of GDP in primary balance adjust-
ment over the life of the program. This
includes the introduction of VAT from
September (with likely proceeds of
EGP22bn or 0.7 percent of GDP and an
inflationary impact of c.1.5ppt), wage bill
control through the passage of the Civil
Service Act, and energy subsidy reform
(EGP22bn or 0.7 percent of GDP in pro-
ceeds). The impact of currency deprecia-
tion on fiscal accounts is likely to be
broadly neutral. Unless the EGP weakens
much further, the CBE is unlikely to raise

rates, and real interest rates are likely to
remain supportive of debt dynamics. 

USD/EGP waiting for portfolio inflows
USD/EGP is cheap versus its history

and could gradually stabilise on the back
of efforts to attract FX inflows from multi-
lateral and bilateral sources, as well as
from the parallel market. Success is likely
to be measured through the return of
portfolio inflows, which should provide
the first signal of market confidence. The
Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER) is at
historical lows, although high inflation is
likely to dent competitiveness. 

The IMF program should unlock addi-
tional bilateral funding and gradually
help boost domestic confidence and vol-
ume in the FX interbank market. While
the latter likely remains below pre-
Revolution levels, a portion of the FX
backlog has probably been serviced
already. While the parallel market has
returned to some extent, the narrower
USD/EGP differential versus the parallel
market could bring some USD supply
back to official channels. A functioning
FX interbank market rate that ensures
smooth entry and exit, and generates
enough FX liquidity to service imports
and meet the backlog of FX demand
(US$3-10bn, according to local press) is
needed to bring back a portion of the
historically large foreign portfolio invest-
ment, in our view. 

Saudi Arabia
Budget calls for higher oil prices 

We think that the Saudi USD peg will
hold given sizeable foreign assets and the
experience with implementing multi-year
fiscal adjustments. Energy policy should
shift toward supporting oil prices. Main
view: Higher oil prices smooth the adjust-

ment process. We expect twin deficits to
narrow but remain relatively elevated.
Liquidity is likely to improve and non-oil
sector growth should rebound given a
more gradual pace of fiscal tightening. 

Main risks: A prolonged period of low
oil prices, fiscal reform slippage, devalua-
tion, political succession and regional
geopolitical threats remain the primary
risks.  Growth rebound, higher oil prices,
gradual reforms are key Saudi priorities
The budget statement and medium-term
program imply three Saudi policy priori-
ties: easing near-term austerity, support-
ing higher oil prices and introducing non-
oil revenue reforms. The 2017 budget
suggests flattish real spending, along
with further repayment of government
arrears in 1Q17. The authorities appear to
be targeting a higher medium-term path
for both oil prices and nominal spending.
Given that the non-oil revenue fiscal
reforms appear insufficient to bring the
fiscal deficit towards balance, energy poli-
cy is likely to remain focused on support-
ing oil market rebalancing and hence oil
prices. We see the budget being consis-
tent with oil prices of $55/bbl ($65/bbl
target, $40/bbl floor) and a fiscal
breakeven of $98/bbl. 

Budget deficit set to narrow in 2017 
We expect the 2017 fiscal deficit to

narrow on the back of higher oil prices,
discipline in spending and non-oil rev-
enue measures. We see the 2017 budget
deficit at SAR316bn ($85bn; 12 percent
of GDP) on the back of higher oil prices
($57/bbl), compared with a deficit of
SAR402bn in 2016 ($107.5bn; 16.9 per-
cent of GDP) and SAR385bn in 2015
($102bn; 15.9 percent of GDP).
Underlying spending discipline kept the
2016 fiscal deficit in line with budget tar-

gets. However, the repayment of con-
tractor arrears (SAR80bn; $21bn) and
spending related to surplus projects
(SAR25bn; $6.7bn) drove the 2016 fiscal
deficit wider. 

Medium-term reform drive 
The publication of the “Fiscal Balance

Program 2020” highlights that the reform
program is not derailed, although higher
oil prices allow for a better pacing of
measures. The authorities are planning
the introduction of means-tested cash
allowances in 1Q17, with disbursements
from June for a total budget cost this
year of SAR25bn or c.1 percent of GDP.
This is likely to allow further selective
energy subsidy reform in 2H17 (including
electricity, gasoline and diesel). 

Excise taxes on tobacco and sugary
drinks are likely to be introduced in
2Q17, and an expat levy will come into
force in July 2017. 

The budgetary statement and pro-
gram suggest that the policy aim is for
the main tools of the ongoing medium-
term fiscal adjustment to be a combina-
tion of higher oil prices and higher non-
oil revenues, in line with the planned
National Transformation Plan (NTP) fiscal
reforms. Oil price recovery is paramount
to narrow fiscal imbalances as we esti-
mate 20-25 percent of the medium-term
fiscal adjustment will take place through
higher oil prices, assuming full NTP
implementation.

However, a continuation of the EM ral-
ly is far from assured. We expect US real
rates to continue moving higher in the
coming months on the back of more
stimulative fiscal policy, which should
translate into a stronger USD and higher
risk premium in EM assets.  The extent of
the move will naturally depend on
whether the fiscal easing will be accom-
panied by a wave of deregulation and
protectionist policies. 

A wall of uncertainty to remain high 
Large sovereign issuance expected from GCC 
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DOHA: Qatar Airways Holidays, the leisure divi-
sion of Qatar Airways is offering fantastic pack-
ages for visitors travelling to the fourteenth edi-
tion of the Doha Jewellery and Watch Exhibition
2017 (DJWE) taking place between 20-25
February. 

Qatar Airways Holidays has designed special
flight, hotel and tour packages for visitors to this
international luxury event, providing seamless
travel arrangements and allowing them to discov-
er what Doha has to offer during their trip. A range
of Economy and Premium packages are available,
including for premium travel a first class return
ticket and two nights stay at a five star hotel start-
ing from KD 135 per person. Qatar Airways
Holidays exclusive hotel packages also offer com-
plimentary services such as buffet breakfast, room
upgrades, airport shuttle, parking, early check-in
late check-out and discount vouchers for spa,
activities and meals depending on the availability.
Travellers can book flight and hotel packages or
hotels from now until 25 February by visiting
www.qatarairwaysholidays.com/DJWE. 

Qatar Airways Senior Vice President of
Commercial Middle East, Africa and Pakistan,
Ehab Amin, said: “Qatar Airways Holidays is offer-
ing visitors to Doha complete travel packages at
special prices, to ensure travellers enjoy visiting
this international event and their opportunity to
explore Doha. Visitors booking through Qatar
Airways Holidays website will benefit from holi-
day extras such as early check-in and late check-
out, airport shuttles and much more, all
designed to make their travel as glamorous as

the jewellery and watches they will discover at
the fair.” 

Travellers looking for transportation for the
entirety of their trip can also hire cars as well as
city and cultural tours from Qatar Airways
Holidays website. This annual luxury exhibition
welcomes more than 400 brands showcasing
their striking gemstone and accessories collec-
tions at Doha Exhibition and Conference Centre
(DECC) in the heart of Doha’s business district. 

DJWE 2017 is organized by Qatar Tourism
Authority (QTA) who together with this year’s
partners, Auditoire, gives discerning visitors an
exclusive experience; one that brings together
old world hospitality with cosmopolitan sophis-

tication to deliver a wealth of new experiences -
a series of new fairytale stories in luxury. 

Qatar Airways Holidays is the leisure travel
division of Qatar Airways. It offers a diverse
range of full-service holiday packages, hotels,
car rentals, tours and airport transfers for all
types of traveller that demand a seamless and
hassle-free travel experience. Travellers planning
holidays can choose flights and accommodation,
book transfers, insurance and destination activi-
ties all with Qatar Airways Holidays from Qatar,
the UAE, Bahrain, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and
Oman to more than 150 Qatar Airways destina-
tions worldwide and beyond to over 1,500
tourism global destinations.

FRANKFURT AM MAIN: German car parts
maker Bosch will pay out compensation to US
buyers and dealers of Volkswagen-made
diesel cars affected by the ‘dieselgate’ scandal,
it said yesterday, but admits no wrongdoing.
Under a settlement agreement hammered out
with civil claimants, Bosch will “settle the most
substantial part of the criminal law proceed-
ings pending in connection with Volkswagen,
Audi and Porsche diesel vehicles that were
sold in the US”  for $327.5 million (303 million
euros), the firm said in a statement.

Bosch, the world’s largest car parts supplier
and a household appliance giant with 2016
revenues of 73.1 billion euros, is accused of
helping Volkswagen hide the existence of
sophisticated software included in diesel
engines to minimise emissions during regula-
tory testing.

The so-called “defeat devices” were
installed in 11 million diesel engines from VW
and its subsidiaries around the globe before
coming to light in September 2015.

The Stuttgart-based firm said that its com-
pensation agreement “would settle the claims
of consumers and dealers of used vehicles
against Robert Bosch GmbH, its affiliates,
employees, and directors” in the United States.
It covers customers who bought vehicles from
Volkswagen and Audi with 2.0-litre diesel
engines between 2009 and 2015, as well as
3.0-litre VW, Audi and Porsche cars produced
between 2009 and 2016.

If it goes ahead, Bosch’s $327.5-million
deal would be dwarfed by the more than
$23 billion so far agreed by Volkswagen in
compensation and fines to customers, deal-
ers and authorities in the United States. The
firm set aside 650 million euros in provisions
in 2015 to cover any legal costs arising from
the ‘dieselgate’ scandal, which became pub-
lic in September that year. To avoid a trial,
VW admitted to conspiring to deceive its

customers and US authorit ies and to
obstructing justice by destroying docu-
ments. On Wednesday, it announced a final
tranche of compensation payments, buy-
backs and refits for US buyers of
Volkswagen, Audi and Porsche vehicles fit-
ted with 3.0-litre diesel motors.

Moving on?
By contrast, Bosch said it “neither acknowl-

edges the facts as alleged by the plaintiffs nor
does Bosch accept any liability.” It agreed to
the payout because “we wish to devote our
attention and our resources to the transition
in mobility and in other areas of activity,” chief
executive Volkmar Denner said in the state-
ment. Presenting provisional results for 2016
last week, the family-owned firm said it was
investing billions in transitioning to electric
cars and connected objects from its tradition-
al car components and domestic appliances
business. The Stuttgart-based firm admitted
soon after the dieselgate scandal emerged to
having supplied parts of the software used in
the defeat devices, but has “neither admitted
anything nor covered anything up,” a
spokesman told AFP.

With the proposed agreement affecting
only civil law claims, Bosch added that it “will
continue to defend its interests in all other civ-
il and criminal law proceedings and to cooper-
ate comprehensively with the investigating
authorities in Germany and other countries.”
Meanwhile, it remains under investigation in
both Germany and the United States. Bosch is
running its own internal investigation “priori-
tizing thoroughness over speed,” the
spokesman said. The firm’s proposed deal with
VW buyers and dealers must still be approved
by a US federal judge in California, with a
hearing slated for February 14. Bosch hopes to
receive a green light by early May after plain-
tiffs have had time to examine its offer. — AFP

Bosch to pay out over 
‘dieselgate’ but 

admits no wrongdoing

Enjoy great Qatar Airways Holidays 
packages to experience DJWE 2017

GCC residents can book flight, hotel and tour packages online 

LONDON: The premium investors demand to
hold France’s government debt rather than
Germany’s or Belgium’s hit multi-year highs yes-
terday with French bonds under pressure from
rising political risks before presidential elections
in April and May.

The election is shaping up as a major risk
event for markets. Investors are concerned over
the possibility of a win for Marine Le Pen, leader
of the far-right National Front. The FN said on
Tuesday it would put leaving the euro at the
heart of its economic platform. Le Pen is not
favored to win in polls, but the candidate who
was, conservative Francois Fillon, has been
embroiled in a scandal.

Police searched Fillon’s office in parliament as
an inquiry into alleged fake work by his wife
threatened his campaign. “The France (bond
yield) spread to Belgium is the gauge we use for
political risk, and that has widened further after

an adviser to Le Pen fleshed out their Frexit plans,”
said ING strategist Martin van Vliet, using a term
similar to the Brexit of Britain leaving the
European Union. “And with Fillon under the
microscope as well, France is definitely underper-
forming.” Fillon, favourite to win the election until
a week ago, insists his wife did real work for her
pay as a parliamentary assistant. A poll yesterday
showed an increase in support for both Le Pen
and centrist Emmanuel Macron, with Fillon, the
candidate of The Republicans, not making the
second round.

The gap between France’s 10-year bond yield
and its Belgian equivalent hit 26 basis points on
Wednesday, the highest since at least April 2008.
The spread over Germany hit an almost three-
year high of 63.5 bps. The debt of France and
Belgium are often compared because of their
similar credit ratings and geographic proximity.
France is rated Aa2/AA/AA and Belgium

Aa3/AA/AA- by the three main ratings agencies,
Moody’s, S&P Global and Fitch.

France’s 10-year government bond yields rose
was up 5 basis points yesterday to 1.10 percent,
close to a 16-month high hit earlier in the week
and following a 34 bps rise in January, the biggest
monthly rise since June 2015. German 10-year
yields, the euro zone benchmark, were 2.2 bps
higher at 0.46 percent.

Data on Tuesday showed inflation in the euro-
zone hit 1.8 percent last month, just below the
European Central Bank’s target, putting pressure
on the bank to wind down stimulus sooner rather
than later. Most other eurozone yields were up 2-
4 bps yesterday ahead of the first US Federal
Reserve meeting of the year, due to conclude lat-
er in the day. The market will be looking for clues
as to how aggressive a stance the world’s most
important central bank will take on interest rate
increases. — Reuters

Fillon scandal, Frexit concerns, 
force up French borrowing costs


